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I. OVERVIEW OF CERCLA AND PRP
LIABILITY
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CERCLA Origins
•

Love Canal – 1970s

•

42 U.S.C. §§9601, et seq.

•

1980 – Passed. Looks backward to “sins” of the past.

•

1986 – SARA clarifications

•

2002 – Brownfield amendments

•

EPA clean-up originally funded in 1980 by Trust Fund Tax in billions of
dollars, “the polluter pays”
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• Superfund tax expired in 1995
• Now Superfund has about $1 billion, mostly general revenue
• Currently approximately 1,500 sites on “worst sites” on the NPL
(about 150 of which are federal facilities); possibly hundreds of
thousands of others
• Significant clean-up costs range from ten million to more than one
hundred million dollars
• See chart on federal lands implicated
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CERCLA FACES – LITIGATION AND
REGULATORY
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Litigation Face
1.

Elements
•

“Release” or “threatened release” of a
- “hazardous substance” (40 C.F.R. 302.4), from a “facility”;

- which causes “response” costs (not damages)

2.

Liability Standards
•

Strict

•

Retroactive

•

§9607 – Joint and several. U.S. v. Atlantic Research Corporation, 551
U.S. 128 (2007) (unless a reasonable method of allocation exists)
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3. Potentially Responsible party (PRP) – See Nu-West, infra, Part II.
•

Current owner or operator (e.g., lessee), like the “owner”, United States, in
Chevron Mining

•

Past owner or operator (when disposal occurred)

•

Arranger – intend to dispose. Burlington Northern v. U.S., 129 S.Ct. 1870

(2009). Possession or control of waste an issue in some circuits, like
Chevron case.
•

Transporter – who selected disposal site

4. Defenses, with PRP precautions and due care
•

Act of God

•

Act of war

•

Act of third party
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5. Recovery

6.

•

Cost recovery – §107

•

EPA Abatement order to PRP – §106

•

EPA-funded clean-up – §104

•

Private contribution between PRPs– §113, like in two main cases.

Cost Recovery
Normally joint and several. Burlington Northern and Atlantic Research,
cases, supra
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7. Contribution
Equitable shares – Chevron Mining and El Paso cases appear to use this
method. Not final.

- distinguishable disposal
- amount of waste
- toxicity
- degree of care
- degree of cooperation
- moral contribution
- other
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8. National Contingency Plan is applicable for recovery (40 C.F.R.

§300)
- Blueprint for clean-ups. See subpart H for private recovery.

9. Natural Resource Damages – CERCLA case, not over, when it’s
over. See Part III.
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CERCLA Regulatory (NCP) Face
•

Site discovery §103

•

Site investigation

•

Removal action evaluation or preliminary assessment

•

NFA, short-term removal action or long-term remedial action for
National Priority List (NPL), like “Questa site” in Chevron Mining

•

Hazard Ranking System score – air, soil, groundwater and surface

water, and vapor media pathways risks assessed
•

NPL rulemaking (40 C.F.R. 300) – Vast funds become available for
clean-up
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•

Remedial investigation/feasibility study – more data and alternatives

•

Record of decision for clean-up alternative
- Threshold criteria – protective of human health and environment and
regulatory standards
- Balancing criteria – e.g., cost
- Modifying criteria – e.g., state and community acceptance

•

Remedial design/remedial action/EPA oversight if private party lead

•

State share of funds

•

Maintenance

•

Construction complete

•

Delist from NPL

•

No citizen pre-enforcement judicial review of clean-up alternative
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New EPA Administrator “Pruitt” Alternative Approach (51 sites now)
• No NPL listing
• However, HRS score high (28.5 on
HRS) needed
• Long-term response needed
• Clean-up agreement needed
• Perhaps no direct EPA oversight
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II. RECENT CASE LAW DEVELOPMENTS
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QUESTA
MINE

19
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Chevron Mining v. U.S., 863 F.3d 1261 (10th Cir. 2017)
• National forest lands were mined by Chevron, a successor company, for generations.
• Molybdenum was mined at “Questa site” in New Mexico from 1919 to 2014.
• Molybdenum was essential for national defense; U.S. gave loans for exploration and production,
the mining was subject to government approval, on mostly public lands.
• Mining waste disposal included waste rock (300 million tons) and mine tailings (100 million
tons). The disposal areas, including ponds, at Questa were owned by the United States at the time
of disposal.
• These lands were originally subject to unpatented mining claims which gave the holder superior
rights as to third parties but did not transfer land title to the mining company, unless a later patent
claim was filed under the General Mining Act of 1972.
• Private entities later acquired ownership of the disposal lands and ponds.
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• Chevron had remediated the land, an NPL site on CERCLA, and sought its costs back or
contribution from the United States as “owner”.

• The government had argued that it did not have “indicia of title” to the unpatented mining lands as
it did not control the mining activity. The court used an ordinary meaning of a CERCLA “owner”
and held the United States liable as “owner” because it had fee title to these lands.

• See §9620(a)(1) of CERCLA, which holds the United States liable as a non-government entity
would be liable.

• Chevron lost on the United States also being an “arranger” under CERCLA, because the United
States did not own or possess the waste. §9607(a)(3).

• The court remanded to what extent the United States would be equitably liable for Chevron’s past,
present and future necessary response costs at the Questa site.
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NAVAJO
LANDS
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El Paso National Gas Company, LLC v. U.S., 2017 WL 3492993 (U.S.D.C. D. Arizona,
2017)

• El Paso sought its CERCLA cost recovery and/or a contribution from the United States for
its clean-up of nineteen historic uranium mining sites located on a Navajo reservation.
• The United States has fee title to the reservation of lands held in trust for the Navajos.
• The United States argued that it was a trustee only, but the court held a CERCLA “owner”
has an ordinary meaning, citing Chevron Mining as one who holds title to the land, the
United States here. The Navajos retained a limited right of occupancy only, incapable of

alienation (without Congressional approval).
• Tribes are exempt from CERCLA liability.
• The trustee/beneficiary relationship here is not the same as a private trust.
• Congress possesses a paramount right in Indian lands, but the tribes have a compensable
interest in the lands from a government taking.
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• Equitable allocation of the United States’ share of liability remains ahead in
future court proceedings. Not resolved.
• The court did not decide at the summary judgment stage if the United States’
liability was limited as a fiduciary to the value of the trust land, or if the old
Atomic Energy Commission’s role in pushing mining went beyond the trustee’s
role.
• See §9607(n)(1) for a fiduciary safe harbor provision.

• It still seems unclear how much, if any, the United States’ cost share will be as a
passive owner status or if more was involved.
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Other Similar Case Law Development
• In other CERCLA cases, such as landlord/tenant, the landlord’s equitable share of its
tenant’s CERCLA contamination depends on what the landlord did, from a mere passive
owner (less than 10%), to a more active role (greater than 30%). See U.S.v. Meyer, Inc.,
932 F.3d 568 (6th Cir. 1991) (landlord 30% liable due to ownership, leasing, and faulty
sewer construction).
• See Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. v. NL Indus., 648 F.2d 840 (S.D. Tex. 2010) for a
survey of lease cases holding lessors liable under CERCLA for 0% to 40% of clean-up
costs.
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• The United States has been liable under CERCLA for defense production facilities that are

called Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO).
• See FMC Corp. v. U.S., 29 F.3d 833 (3rd Cir. 1994), in which the court held the United
States liable as a CERCLA “operator” at a private production plant due to the extensive
control it exerted over wartime production and waste generation. A United States plant was

nearby for raw materials used in production, The United States had price controls, the
United States supervised work, etc. Note: The United States resists this “substantial
control” test in other cases and favors a Bestfoods 118 S. Ct. 1876 (1998), defense of dayto-day control at the plant.

• In Cadillac Fairview/California v. Dow Chemical Co., 299 F.3d 1019 (9th Cir. 2002), the
United States was held 100% liable as “owner”, “operator”, and “arranger” under CERCLA
of a GOCO plant (wartime rubber production plant).
• Appendix A to Volume 46 Public Contract Law Journal, 259, 355 (2017), has a chart
showing the range of United States liability at defense GOCO’s from 0% to 100%.
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• See TDY Holding, LLC v. U.S.A., 872 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2017), United States
liable as “owner” for clean-up at aeronautical manufacturing plant which
released chromium and chlorinated solvents required by the government during
war-time production. Allocation pending on remand.
• Nu-West Mining, Inc. v. U.S., 768 F. Supp. 2d 1082 (D. Id. 2001), a lease case,
found the United States liable as “owner”, “arranger” and “operator” under
CERCLA, based on the government’s dictation of reclamation and selenium

waste disposal at public phosphate mining sites on National Forest Service lands.
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• Other federal grazing lands, wild horse and burrow lands, and other recreational lands
appear to pose less of an environmental risk than mining or defense or nuclear production.
• Formerly utilized defense sites sold may pose a greater risk.
• The problem, besides DOD and DOE lands being cleaned up, is thousands of abandoned

mines on Department of Interior (BLM) and Department of Agriculture (USFS) lands that
are not inventoried, assessed or cleaned up. Future private PRPs may be identified on these
lands, as well as on DOD lands not remediated before being transferred to non-federal
entities. See House Commerce Committee Subcommittee on Energy and Environment
Hearing on Oveversight of Federal Facility Cleanup Under CERCLA (September 11, 2015).
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III. LEVERAGING FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
LIABILITY
IN CLEAN-UP NEGOTIATIONS, INCLUDING
PARALLEL CERCLA LAWSUITS AGAINST THE
UNITED STATES
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Background
• The United States has waived its sovereign immunity from enforcement of most
environmental laws.
• CERCLA at Section 9620(a)(1) states:
Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the United States…shall be subject to,
and comply with, this chapter in the same manner and to the same extent, both
procedurally and substantively, as any non-governmental entity, including liability under
Section 9607 of this title.
• Section 9620(c) further establishes an agency hazardous waste compliance docket, requiring

further assessment, evaluation and remediation through interagency agreements with the
EPA.
• Additional provisions apply to contaminated federal property sold to non-federal entities,
including notice of contamination, clean-up results and protective covenants.
• Executive Order 12088 (1978) mandates that federal facilities comply with all federal, state
and local environmental requirements.
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• EPA has its own policy on enforcement and compliance at federal facilities at
www.epa.gov/enforcement/enforcement-and-compliance-federal-facilities.

• EPA tends to use negotiation and mediation with contaminated federal facilities

which resist EPA. See GAO-10-348. Individual agencies are responsible for
clean-up of their lands, subject to EPA oversight. E.O. 12580 (1987). EPA’S
authority is highest on NPL sites.
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Government Response to Clean-Up Requests
• Under the “Unitary Executive” doctrine, the Department of Justice will not allow one
federal agency to sue another federal agency and will rarely allow EPA to issue a

unilateral clean-up order against a federal agency.
• Some defense facilities have resisted EPA enforcement.
• However, courts in private litigation have held the United States as an “owner” as
well as “operator” and “arranger” at more agency active sites under CERCLA.
• The United States can “stonewall” private negotiations under CERCLA under the
guise of budget restraints or other mission priorities.
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• Therefore, negotiating with federal agencies over clean-up has to start from strength. That
means a cost recovery or contribution lawsuit against the United States under CERCLA if a
private party is tagged by EPA on federal lands or former federal lands.
• This strategy includes lands owned by the government as well as lands owned by private

parties that are “controlled” by the government.
• The unknown in any lawsuit is not so much on the government’s liability but on the cleanup cost or contribution that would be allocated to the government by a court.
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• Joint and several liability usually applies to cost recovery actions, unless there is a
reasonable basis to allocate liability.
• Equitable allocation is not normally the default remedy under Section 9607 since the

Atlantic Research case, but courts seem to go with that equitable approach when dealing
with the United States government as a PRP or the United States can bring a contribution
counterclaim (§9613).
• The degree of government involvement with the site, e.g., production demands, waste,

direction, etc., will have a strong bearing on allocation.
• Possibly the United States will insist on more mitigation provisions in mining leases on
public lands

• Possibly these types of cases will make EPA reluctant to list public lands on the NPL or use
§106 abatement order. Not Pruitt’s priority. Who can step in to kick off the issue?
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• An indication of defense agency recalcitrance per GAO is that EPA hazardous waste penalties
assessed (not adjudicated) against DOD took seven to twenty months of “negotiation” and was
settled for about fifty percent of the assessment. Government personnel spent over $300,000 in

negotiating (GAO, RCED-97-42). Tough negotiations for the weary. But your resistance to
agencies is not futile.

• Possible leveraging the United States is best at the “tail end” of CERCLA liability after some
federal liability is established – Natural Resource Damages:

- not retroactive
- only trustees can recover
- need baseline study
- covers restoration, rehabilitation or replacement of resource
- covers loss of public use times
- covers reasonable cost of assessment
- Trustee assess sum against PRPs

• We are at the next generation of U.S. CERCLA liability (mines); the first generation was and is war
plants with 20 years of litigation.
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